This paper presents some advance facilities and services related to the use of every day telephone. The Caller Identification and Answering Machine are the advance functions of telephone. The telephone system can be used as a tele-security system. This research work is based on potential use of low cost %bit microcontroller. Caller Identification (Caller ID) system is the feature of digital telephone network and it is supported by Signaling System No. 7 (SS 7) which uses a separate call data circuit. The Caller ID information is transmitted on the subscriber loop using Frequency Shift Key (FSK) modem tones and data is embedded between the first and second ring of the ringing signal. A Caller ID decoding circuit has been designed for decoding hquency shift keying (FSK) 
Introduction
The caller ID function is actually an enhaucement feature that is n o d y not available in our normal home telephone set. The Caller ID or Calling Number Delivery (CND) is actually an extension of Automatic Number Identification (AM). The CID service became possible with the implementation of Signalling System 7 (SS7) [l] . Jason et. al., [2] was developed a CID with feature of audio output circuit that would announce the number, or name of the calling party [3] . The theory of that project was designing caller Identification with two Motorola chip (MC145447 and MC145436) and come along with DTMF Audio Decoder and interfaced those. Bob Blick (1996) [4] developed a device that can display the calling party number by using SSI-202 DTMF decoder chip along with a tiny programmable microcontroller.
On the other hand, Panasonic answering machine (Model KX-T1418B) is a very old answering machine consists of two normal size cassettes of which one is for OGM and other is for Incoming message ( 1 0 [SI. Another Panasonic answering machine (Model KX-T2395B) combines an answering machine with telephone set in which only one mini cassette has been used to perfonm the OGM and ICM [6] . Classic Phone (Model 6188) also uses a mini cassette for OGM and ICM operation. Takawachi digital answering machine (model MTSOOO) use only RAM IC to perform OGM and ICM operation.
This model is not using any cassette. The telesecurity system is a new technique to monitor house or room by using telephone network.
Smart Telephone System
Telephone system is now most usual and essential communication system where telephone set is the principal device. Now a days, an advance telephone set contains a Caller ID and answering machine. After adding some hardware and software with this advance telephone set, it can also be used as a secured tele-security system of a room or house [7] [8]. The main object of this research work is to design a smart telephone device that can provide a tele-security system with caller identification and answering machine. In Fig. 1 the telephone set, smart telephone device and sensor will be kept in indoor (room or house) while the telephone network system will be kept and managed by outdoor (centd telephone office and other telephone set). In the indoor part, the telephone set is a normal and very simple telephone set. The smart telephone device will be kept near the telephone set and the sensor will be placed in various door and widows. The functions of smart telephone device are (i) Caller ID decode and display, (ii) answering machining and (iii) tele-security system opemtion.
Caller Identification
Caller ID system is a feature of digital telephone system and Caller ID is actually an extension of Automatic Number Identification (ANI). ANI is a method that is used by telephone companies to identify the billing account for a toll call. Although ANI is not the service that provides the information for Caller ID, it was the first offer caller information to authorized parries. The Caller ID service became possible with the implementation of Signaling System 7 (SS 7).
The Caller ID signaling mechanism is designed to be bidirectional, although so far, only downstream signaling (from network to customer) is in operation. Coded signaling information is sent asynchronously using data packets between the silent period between the first and second ring at a signal level of -13.5 a m . The data is transferred whether the caller is subscribed or not. The Calling Line Identification service makes it possible to display a variety of data such as the number, time and date of the incoming call as well as the name of the owner of the phone. The data is transmitted through V.232 1200 bits per second in continuous phase binary carrier using FSK mode and used for coding. The data is actually transmitted depends upon the format used the telephone company providing the service [lo] . 
Answering Machine
Answering machine is an automatic device through which calling party receives response and keeps message in the absence of the called party. When no one answers the phone after a 
Tele-security System
This is a new part that can monitor the room or house through its sensor system. The sensor will be placed on various windows and doors of the room or house [Ill. Once security sensor activated the device will immediately pick up (off-hook) the telephone line and perform the auto dial function. Through the auto dial function the system will dial the house owner's mobile telephone or office phone number (preprogrammed). When the owner receives that call, he or she will be noticed that the call is made fiom his or her house where the sensor has 1998, Bangi, Malaysia activated. Only auto dial system and some sensors can perform this tele-security system with the help of answering machine.
Hardware Design
In this research system the smart telephone device do three operations: Caller ID, Answering Machine and Tele-security system. Fig 2 shows 
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To seize or off-hook the telephone line (line pickup) automatically, a relay has been used. Off-hook can be interpreted as the start of any operation (answering machine or tele-security system) while on-hook can be also interpreted as the termination of that operation. The microcontroller controls this line pickup operation. To interface the telephone line with the smart telephone device an isolation transformer and two resistors have been used. A 600:600 ohm isolation transformer serves the purpose of DC isolation from the telephone line. The AC impedance of the transformer is 600 ohms which is specified to match the impedance of telephone line for ensuring maximum power transfer.
Fig. 2 A complete block diagram of Smart Telephone Device
A DTMF decoder is an integral part of any contemporary answering machine's remote control system. The sigaal from a seized telephone line is applied to fully-integrated DTMF decoder IC (MC145436A; a product of Motorola Inc.) that contains all of the amplifier, the filter, and the digital conversion circuitry needed to produce a set of digital output. This set of digital outputs represents the binary equivalent of the selected digit. In this way, the answering machine can identify any dial pad keys. DTMF decoder IC sends digital outputs to microcontroller for necessaty action. ISD1420 Singlechip voice recording playback IC (a product of Chipcorder Technology) has been used for storing and sending OGM message. It also sends message of time to recording section for recording before ICM.
By using opto-isolator a CPC circuit has been made. When a caller hangs up, a short interruption in the loop current produced in the called line. As long as current flows in the local loop the CPC opto-isolator is kept in the on condition. When a caller hangs up, the loop current interrupt the CPC pulse and opto-isolator turns to off mode for a short period. A protection circuit has been added to this CPC opto-isolator circuit.
The motor is the heart of all tape-based answering machine. It provides the physical force that actually moves the tape. In the motor driver circuit, a series of discrete transistors and regulator IC have been used to channel current through the motor as required Caller Identification, (b) Answering Machine and (c) Tele-security system. Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the overall system software. Fig. 3 shows the overall system software flowchart.
Conclusion
Telephone become essential device for modern days communication, however this device has enormous power because of its connectivity. That can be realize by today Internet connection through telephone line. Once again PSTN phone system was connected with the cellular phone system. A complete network of phone system cover all over the world. Past days this powerful system was neglected by communicating only in man to man. Now is the time to consider this mighty system to do some other business. In this paper, a smart telephone system was designed that has (1) caller identification (2) auto answering and (3) monitoring system. This low cost device will be the every household device in future. Utilizing the cellular phone system with this proposed smart telephone, one can have peace of mind. The device is based on the 8-bit microcontroller, that has the programming facility. With small modification in programmkng the device can be used in the PBX telephone system. This telephone system is simple and is based on the system function that most homeowners will know about their telephone system operations. The device cost and related functionality is well adjusted in this design.
